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SATURATION EXPERIMENT

Priming with     + MDMA (at either partial
                     Drug #1 - then            or min.eff. dose)

 ++    30mg MEM 5/11/77 ATS 9:00AM=[0:00] [0:40] notice [0:55] sparkling window
          [1:15] steady - full ASC - about ++ - I could drive - maybe even be in
 +++      court - but marginal. [1:35] steady - full ++ - did drive to store room
          (on hold) - interaction [with] attendant good - I had wrong envelope
          number - all went well [1:45::0:00] steady at ++, + 40mg ± MDMA
          [2:20::0:35] steady at ++ - no effects - failure [::0:37] something
          growing? [::0:40] I am getting further into something. I would like to
          talk seriously to someone. I could focus on any detail! [::0:45] There is
          no noise of window - because window is already developed. It is a matter
          of content rather than transition. Continue to do lab work - into +++. I
          am unquestionably richer [::0:55] Hemphill came in!! I rolled into it
          very well. I am not deeper in intoxication - I am richer in content. +++.
          At [::1:15] of feel richness is over - drive to Donner - lunch talk to
          1:00PM [4:00::2:15] - normal MEM++ let us see that play itself out now
          [5:00] still MEM [5:30] dropping but a little physical residue [6:00]
          mentally almost clear - still from physical [8:00] pretty much out in all
          aspects. good evening - easy sleep - no AM problems.

 ±     100mg TMA 5/20/77 q.v. 11:00AM=[0:00] - ± threshold at [1:00-1:30] -stable-
          at [2:45] add to load with 40mg +MDMA - nothing - at [3:45][1:00 of new]
 ±        another 20 mg. - still nothing. maybe a little sloppier - still ±. Out
          in evening to Hynes's slide show - no problem - no sleep problem - no
          argumentation ± -> ±

 +     40mg MEM 5/21/77 q.v. 9:15AM=[0:00] [0:45] early warning [1:00-1:45]
          develop slowly to a mental +, a physical ++[2:00] stable + add 40mg
 ++       MDMA. [0:30] something sparkles [0:40] more sparkle - no noise - no more
          window - but I am where I like to be, in a very familiar place. [1:00
          new] - ++ I am quite sure. by [1:30] probably back to + by [2:00][4:00
          of original] definitely + only. [7:00] clearing or cleared - at [9:00]
          completely clear and ate with extreme appetite - but it didn't take much
          to fill me. Practically no physical residue.

 ++    6mg aleph-4 [0:00-12:00] + 80 mg MDMA (7/2/77)(f. 219) [0:40] slight
          darting? absolutely no window -[1:00]. nothing.
 -
 ±     120mg MDIP see 237 + 80mg MDMA (6/29/77) proper response at [0:33
                                                           (too small a response)
 +  +  160mg MDIP see 237 + 80mg MDMA (7/3/77) at [2:00] -> ± at most at[1:00]
          [2:00]+40 -> nothing
    -
 ±      60mg PMA see 141 + 140mg MDMA (9/29/77) at [7:00]. full ++ response by
          [0:50] - at [1:10] much nystagmus & tremor in rt eye. hard to keep under
 ++       control [2:30] writing very bad (at Club) and eye problems persist.
          Evening driving at [8:00] highly focalized and difficult. No sleep
          problems. Unpleasant.


